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Editorial
The first photos for the SAM Annual Photo Competition have
arrived! If you are out and about, support this SAM Club event by
taking some snaps and email them to:
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike.

In your SAM Club Newsletter this week we start with motorcycle
component failure and is it the way it’s designed? There is quite a
list of things that can go wrong due to poor design. They may
suggest things to be wary about when you are looking at the
fabulous paint job, comfy seat and great looking tires, on the
next bike. Triumph is recalling 1,351 units for a problem with the
radiator fan.

Onto Winter riding. Did you know that small bikes can give you a
warm glow and a big smile on your Winter ride. Although many
modern bikes have ride-by-wire and assisted gear change, there
are many still fitted with cables. Snapping a cable can leave you
stranded, so take a look at the latest universal replacement clutch
and throttle cables.

If you have a bike that you ride less than 2,000 miles a year can
you save on insurance? Whilst there are many annual ‘limited
mileage’ policies available in the UK, a new pay-per-mile policy
has just been rolled out in the US. No doubt it will arrive in the
UK soon and might be useful for the bike that spends most of the
year in the shed.

Recent research has shown that, in the UK, Classic bikes, the
Honda 90 being the most popular, produce a miniscule amount of
emissions. It’s 0.05% of total UK emissions. This is probably due,
in part, to the rarity of Classic bikes.

Is motorcycle happiness simply a state of mind? Now that’s not a
question that many of us take time to think about. We are too
busy enjoying the ride!
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Finally, it’s onto the history slot. You can read about the
fascinating life, in the late 19th century, of motorcycling pioneers
Fournier and Metz. Their one-engined, two-engined and even
three-engined powered bikes had an incredible history chasing
records on the track. Happy reading.

Family news update: Janis’s operation got cancelled three days
before it was due to happen. Janis is very grumpy and the
bedroom still looks like a hospital side ward. We live in hope!

SAM ANNUAL PHOTO COMPETITION

Subject: Bikes, Biking & Bikers
Closing date: 12mn 20th March 2023

Email entries to: sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking
the link in any SAM Club email.

Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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Biking News Online

Venhill launched a universal kit for
emergency clutch and throttle cable
repairs.

Usually going without warning – and
almost always in the most inconvenient
place – a broken control cable can leave

you really stranded. Although you probably travel with a spare
lashed alongside the original, your trip may be long enough to
still require a repair. Or in my case the specially-ordered spare
throttle cable that I carried with me turned out to be the wrong
one when I needed it in outback Australia! Read more
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Triumph Recalls Speed Triple 1200
RR/RS Models For Radiator Fan

The faulty fan impacts 1,351 units.

Triumph launched its
latest-generation Speed Triple with
the 2022 Speed Triple 1200 RS. The
platform not only debuted Hinckley’s new 1,160cc inline triple but
also propelled the Speed Triple to the forefront of the category
with 177 horsepower and 92 lb-ft of torque. The RS trim only
enjoyed its moment in the sun for eight months before the
fairing-clad 2022 Speed Triple 1200 RR joined Triumph’s
supernaked lineup in September, 2021. Read more

The Physics of Motorcycling

Exploring the Hidden Forces that
Keep you Safe

The picture I’ve placed above is
an interesting one. For those not
in the know, it’s an image from

the “MotoGP Lean Angle Experience.” Long story short, it allows
regular punters like you and I to experience what it’s like to lean
at a purported 64°, just like our collective racing heroes a.k.a.
Rossi, Márquez and Miller. And while it may just seem like a
pleasant way to waste 15 minutes at your local MotoGP event in
between the races, it’s actually a genius idea that does something
very important in terms of motorcycle rider training. Read more
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Design Features That Make Fatigue
Failure More LikelyWhile reading about
the history of materials for jet engine
shafts I came across a nice sentence
that identified many common
stress-raisers—features which by

concentrating stress in small areas make fatigue failure more
likely to occur there.

It identified “…keyways, steps, shoulders, collars, threads, holes,
snap-ring grooves, and shaft surface damage.” Read more

Voom Pay-Per-Mile Insurance
Expanding Its Coverage To 10 US
States. For the uninitiated, Voom is the
first of its kind – providing usage-based
insurance options for underserved
mobility segments. In this case, the

motorcycle community – or some of it, for now. Voom is a
licensed insurance broker in all 50 states, and the way it works is
that it provides coverage for riders who log 2,000 miles or less
per year. Read more

Winter Motorcycle Riding: Finding Big
Warmth on a Small Bike

Sales of small motorcycles have been
booming in the U.S. Their low prices,
excellent fuel economy, playful
aesthetics, and sheer riding pleasure
make minibikes irresistible. My 2021
Honda Trail 125 is so addictive that I find myself hopping aboard
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its spartan solo saddle not just for local chores but for longer
weekend trips as well. Read more

CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE EMISSIONS
"SO SMALL AS TO BE ALMOST
INVISIBLE," REPORT FINDS

The Honda C90 is the most popular
classic motorcycle in the UK, while
classic bike emissions have been
calculated at 0.05% of the UK total.

A study from an automotive PR firm has found that the Honda
C90 is the UK’s most popular classic motorcycle, and that classic
bikes account for less than 0.1% of all transport emissions.

The Honda C90 is undoubtedly one of the most iconic bikes in the
history of motorcycling, and as the most-produced model it is also
one of the most common. Read more

Isle of Man TT Rules… For
Dummies.

Put your hand up if you’ve been
to the Isle of Man TT. Now put it
down, you look like a tit. If you’ve
been, you’ll probably have a decent idea of what it’s all about and
a rough idea of the rules governing the different classes that race
over there. If you haven’t been, well you might not be particularly
au fait with the intricacies of the Isle of Man TT rule book. So,
because of that, we thought it would be a good time to clear a
few bits up. Knowledge is power, and all that. Read more
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Motorcycle happiness is just the
best state of mind, isn’t it? Just
take one look at anyone about
to get on – or off – a
motorcycle. There’s no mistaking
that expression of joy. Gearing
up to head out on a motorcycle
ride will make you smile.
Cruising through a corner in the sunshine will make you chuckle
happily. Roaring down the highway will make you grin like a
maniac. And when you climb off the motorcycle at the end of a
long ride, you’ll STILL be smiling. That’s motorcycle happiness in
action. Read more

THE INFERNALS: FOURNIER AND METZ There are
several historical events that mark the evolution of
the motorcycle in America but one that is
particularly noteworthy occurred on June 26, 1899.
On that day Frenchman Henri Fournier, the most
experienced motorman in America at the time,
signed a two-year contract with Charles Herman
Metz, president of the Waltham Manufacturing

Company, manufacturers of the Orient bicycle, the fastest
pedal-powered racing machines in America.[1] Under the terms
of their agreement, Fournier would supervise the building of a
new petroleum-fueled Orient line that would propel American
motorcycle manufacturing into the next century. The Detroit Free
Press reported that seven new Orient motor tandems would be
built under Fournier’s direct supervision. Read more
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SAM Meetings

SAM Club Saturday Meetings, Meadowhall Retail Park
9am every Saturday throughout the year.

Come and join us - you know you want to ride!

Next SAM Club night: CHRISTMAS
PARTY!! 5th December 2022
meet at 7.30pm for an 8pm
start at Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham
S60 5PW, UK

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to

update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.
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SAM Members FREE Spring Breakfast
15th April 2023 → 9.00am – 10.15am

The Moorlands Baslow Road, Owler bar Sheffield S17 3BQ
ALL SAM members, family and friends are welcome to join us.
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood Bikes would like to hear from

people who are able to become volunteer
fundraisers for this vital charity that
benefits patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you can only
spare an hour to volunteer for us - we
really need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

How's the New Year's
Resolution going...?

Well why not accept the
challenge of training for and
participating in the Leeds
Marathon to raise funds for
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood
Bikes.

We now have 5 official places
left for Whiteknights Runners to commit to the challenge and run
in the Leeds Marathon on 14 May 2023.

Message us through Facebook or email info@whitekights.org.uk
for more information. Share this posting far and wide - we'd love
to have you on-board as one of our official runners!

https://www.runforall.com/events/marathon/leeds-marathon/

#LeedsMarathon #robburrow
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Yes the sun is beautiful but it’s glare
makes driving and riding conditions
really tricky. Add to that icy patches
and driving conditions today are
deceptively dangerous. Take extra
time to look, use your visor and wear
sunglasses to help with the glare.
#barnsley #doncaster #sheffield
#rotherham

Please take extra care this
morning. The frozen surfaces
make driving even trickier -
allow extra stopping time and
remember the footpaths are icy
too so please look out for
pedestrians. #share #ice #roads

Not wearing a #seatbelt is
both dangerous and illegal.

In a crash you're twice as
likely to die if you are not
wearing a seatbelt.

You should fasten your
seatbelt before you start your engine. For more on penalties

#SeatbeltGate #seatbeltsunak
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How is it #friday again?

Time is flying by don't you
think?

One place you can control your
own speed is on our roads.

Driving or riding too fast for the
road conditions contributes to
one third of road collisions. Make it home safe today and
everyday #love #family #slowdown

Good morning - how are you?

Late night last night? Did you know that
fatigue is a major cause of road
crashes?

Tired drivers have slower reaction
times, suffer from reduced attention &
ability to control their vehicles.

Find out more #barnsley #doncaster
#sheffield #rotherham #WakeUp #Coffee

Chilly chilly chilly...want to know more
about driving safely during the #winter
months?

https://sysrp.co.uk/winter

#sundayvibes #WINTER
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DASH CAM PORTAL:

If you have dash cam footage that
could assist our partners South
Yorkshire Police in a road traffic
collision investigation please visit

www.southyorks.police.uk/contact-us/report-something/

You can also email the footage to
enquiries@southyorks.pnn.police.uk. #appeal #barnsley
#rotherham #doncaster #sheffield #dashcam #evidence #help

BetheBest – we have created a generic logo to
encourage all riders to take additional training
in one format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and #BetheBest
tagline has been printed on promotional snoods
to promote the campaign (available at SAM
Club Nights). The snoods have been produced
in a series of different motorbike brand colours,
(Red, Orange, Green and Blue), to test if this approach is more
appealing to riders.

Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
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between a motorcycle and another vehicle happens when the
motorcyclist has right-of-way and another driver turns into the
rider’s path. All the way back in 1977, US researcher Harry Hurt
stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** TIPS ON TUESDAY *** "I can't get rid of
my chicken strips" One of the questions that
crops up over and again is about what riders
frequently call 'chicken strips'. These are the
bands of rubber on each side of the tyres that
are still shiny after the bike's been ridden. Out
of the mould, a ...Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses
306 Wed 18 January - motorcycle
news, tips & views

in today's show... battery maker
startup Britishvolt goes into
administration... are motorcycle
insurance costs set to rise again... blinded by the light - RAC
claims dazzle a major problem... residents of Clevedon get...Read
more
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SoS September 10 Don't wait for a
post-mortem, run a PRE-mortem!
This post is available for Kevin
Williams / Survival Skills's one-time
and monthly supporters. Support
Kevin Williams / Survival Skills now

to unlock. Read more

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY ***
Winter motorcycle riding: safety
tips for icy weather. You've
probably noticed. It's cold outside.
And since it's mid-January, there's
still the potential for at least six
weeks of pretty chilly weather
before there's even a chance of it
beginning to warm up at the begin...Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses
307 Sun 22 January - motorcycle
news, tips & views. in today's
show... 14 year old girl's
invention removes car blind
spots... first meeting of new
Motorcycle Strategy group...

government consults (again) on MOTs... JCB's 3-in-1 pothole
buster... bridge replacement for...Read more

*** COMMENT *** Why bio- and
synthetic fuels won't replace
gasoline. Last week, I reported on
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an article published on the Crash.net series of websites, that
quoted from an interview with Steve Sargent of Triumph, where
he appeared to be suggesting that by focusing on electric power,
"we're kidding… Read more

IAM RoadSmart News

To set you up for your 2023 #NC500
adventure we have teamed up with our
partners at IAM RoadSmart to offer you the
chance to win this fantastic NC500
merchandise bundle and their Country
Roads online module. To enter:

- Make sure you like both our page North Coast 500 and the IAM
RoadSmart page

- Like & share this post

- Tag 2 friends in the comments who would also love this prize

Winner to be announced on the 31st January. Good Luck!

Although test marks the end of our
Advanced Rider course, it also marks
the beginning of a lifetime of continual
skills development. And, as
Usernamekate found once she’d
battled the nerves, the test is itself a
learning experience. Did she pass? Watch this video to find out,
and to hear the feedback from her Examiner

WIN! 1 of 5 Karcher K4 Pressure Washers
with Cornmarket Insurance UK
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An exciting member benefit with our partner Cornmarket.
Entering couldn’t be easier!  Visit your IAM RoadSmart member
dashboard and fill out the form to be entered

Not only will taking an Advanced test
make your driving/riding more
enjoyable with your newly acquired
knowledge, skills, and confidence, but
you’ll also become an IAM RoadSmart
member gaining access to our
exclusive member benefits!

Read more about becoming one of
the most skilled road users and
supporting the charity to make our
roads safer for everyone here

5 ways to get more out of your
time on the road in 2023

As we head into 2023, new year’s
resolutions are often at the
forefront of our minds. We might
want to cut down on junk food,
exercise more, spend more time

with the family or finally kick that bad habit. But how about a new
adventure? More information

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
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cautious riders. While you can never be 100% safe, becoming an
advanced rider will equip you with the skills to correctly
anticipate, and plan for, the hazards you encounter on your rides.
Find out more

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist
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If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 25th Januarty 2023
● Next SAM Club Night: 6th February 2023 meet at

7.30pm for an 8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK
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● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT
getting SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then
send a request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are

you making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested
in biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to
be an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
Welcome to the Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists
(SAM), a friendly independent charity that's all about promoting
public education and training in advanced motorcycling skills. Our
goal is to raise awareness and understanding of motorcycling and
the advanced knowledge and skills required to ride safely on
public roads. We're proud to be an affiliate group of the Institute
of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and we work closely with
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various organisations to promote public education on
motorcycling in our designated region. Our volunteer
motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national standards of
advanced motorcycle riding. They're always happy to provide
ongoing guidance and support to help prepare motorcyclists for
UK nationally recognized advanced motorcycling tests.

We also work closely with other charitable groups, such as
supporting public events, NHS dispatch rider services and many
other socially responsible activities. SAM is dedicated to providing
an essential public service by encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and
internationally through IAM RoadSmart. And, on top of everything
else, we have a very active social events program that
encourages our members, family, friends and the public to both
support our socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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